Professional features, such as a bicycle-style handlebar with comfortable rubber grips, enable Shindaiwa Brushcutters to quickly and effortlessly slice through thick undergrowth. A standard Speed-Feed® head, along with blade mount hardware, provides maximum versatility to tackle any brush-clearing task.

C262
Redefining the performance standard for professional landscapers in North America.
• 25.4 cc 2-stroke engine
• Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
• U-shaped handle for improved control and ergonomics
• Speed-Feed® 400 trimmer head reloads in seconds without tools or disassembly
• Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)

C302
Unique combination of engine size, horsepower and gear ratio provides superior cutting performance.
• 30.5 cc 2-stroke engine
• Two-stage air filtration system dramatically increases cleaning capability and allows for longer maintenance intervals
• U-shaped handle for improved control and ergonomics
• Speed-Feed® 450 trimmer head reloads in seconds without tools or disassembly - Accepts up to .130 in. line
• Includes equipment for blade usage (blade sold separately)